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Abstract. We study the learnability of �rst order Horn expressions

from equivalence and membership queries. We show that the class of

range restricted Horn expressions, where every term in the consequent

of every clause appears also in the antecedent of the clause, is learnable.

The result holds both for the model where interpretations are examples

(learning from interpretations) and the model where clauses are examples

(learning from entailment).

The paper utilises a previous result on learning function free Horn expres-

sions. This is done by using techniques for attening and unattening

of examples and clauses, and a procedure for model �nding for range

restricted expressions. This procedure can also be used to solve the im-

plication problem for this class.

1 Introduction

We study the problem of exactly identifying universally quanti�ed �rst order

Horn expressions using Angluin's [Ang88] model of exact learning. Much of

the work in learning theory has dealt with learning of Boolean expressions

in propositional logic. Early treatments of relational expressions were given

by [Val85,Hau89], but only recently more attention was given to the subject

in framework of Inductive Logic Programming [MDR94,Coh95a,Coh95b]. It is

clear that the relational learning problem is harder than the propositional one

and indeed except for very restricted cases it is computationally hard [Coh95b].

To tackle this issue in the propositional domain various queries and oracles

that allow for e�cient learning have been studied [Val84,Ang88]. In particular,

propositional Horn expressions are known to be learnable in polynomial time

from equivalence and membership queries [AFP92,FP93]. In the relational do-

main, queries have been used in several systems [Sha83,SB86,DRB92,MB92] and

results on learnability in the limit were derived [Sha91,DRB92]. More recently

progress has been made on the problem of learning �rst order Horn expressions

from equivalence and membership queries using additional constraints or other

additional queries [Ari97,RT97,Kha98,RT98,RS98].
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In particular [Kha98] shows that universally quanti�ed function free Horn ex-

pressions are exactly learnable in several models of learning from equivalence and

membership queries. This paper extends these results to a class of expressions

allowing the use of function symbols. In particular, we present algorithms for

learning range restricted Horn expressions where every term in the consequent

of a clause appears also (possibly as a subterm) in the antecedent of the clause.

In fact, our results hold for a more expressive class, weakly range restricted Horn

expressions, that allows for some use of equalities in the antecedent of a clause.

Several kinds of examples have been considered in the context of learning

�rst order expressions. The natural generalisation of the setup studied in propo-

sitional logic suggests that examples are interpretations of the underlying lan-

guage. That is, a positive example is a model of the expression being learned.

Another view suggests that a positive example is a sentence that is logically

implied by the expression, and in particular Horn clauses have been used as

examples. These two views have been called learning from interpretations and

learning from entailment respectively [DR97] and were both studied before. We

present algorithms for learning weakly range restricted Horn expressions in both

settings. We also show that the implication problem for such expressions is de-

cidable, and provide an upper bound for its complexity. This motivates the use of

this class since learned expressions can be used as a knowledge base in a system

in a useful way.

The result for learning from interpretations is derived by exhibiting a reduc-

tion to the function free case, essentially using attening - replacing function

symbols with predicate symbols of arity larger by one [Rou92]. The reduction

uses attening and unattening of examples and clauses, and an axiomatisa-

tion of the functionality of the new predicates. Learning from entailment is then

shown possible by reducing it to learning from interpretations under the given

restrictions. This relies on a procedure for model �nding for this class, which

also proves the decidability of inference for it. We also derive learnability results

for range restricted expressions as corollaries. Interestingly, despite the use of

reduction, for learning from entailment we can use range restricted expressions

as the hypothesis language, but for learning from interpretations hypotheses are

weakly range restricted.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section provides pre-

liminary de�nitions. Section 3 presents range restricted expressions and some of

their basic properties. Sections 4 and 5 develop the results on learning from in-

terpretations and learning from entailment respectively, and Section 6 discusses

the implication problem. The concluding section discusses related work and di-

rections for future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 First Order Horn Expressions

We follow standard de�nitions of �rst order expressions; for these see [CK90,Llo87].

The learning problems under consideration assume a pre-�xed known and �nite



signature S of the language. That is, S = (P; F ) where P is a �nite set of pred-

icates, and F is a �nite set of function symbols, each with its associated �xed

arity. Constants are simply 0-ary function symbols and are treated as such. In

addition a set of variables x

1

; x

2

; x

3

; : : : is used to construct expressions.

We next de�ne terms and their depth. A variable is a term of depth 0. A

constant is a term of depth 0. If t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are terms, each of depth at most i

(and one with depth precisely i) and f 2 F is a function symbol of arity n, then

f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is a term of depth i+ 1.

An atom is an expression p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) where p 2 P is a predicate symbol of

arity n and t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are terms. An atom is called a positive literal; a negative

literal is an expression :l where l is a positive literal. A clause is a disjunction of

literals where all variables are taken to be universally quanti�ed. A Horn clause

has at most one positive literal and an arbitrary number of negative literals.

A Horn clause :p

1

_ : : : _ :p

n

_ p

n+1

is equivalent to its \implicational form"

p

1

^: : :^p

n

! p

n+1

. When presenting a clause in this way we call p

1

^: : :^p

n

the

antecedent of the clause and p

n+1

the consequent of the clause. A Horn expression

is a conjunction of Horn clauses.

The truth value of �rst order expressions is de�ned relative to an interpre-

tation I of the predicates and function symbols in S [Llo87]. Interpretations

are also called structures in model theory [CK90] and we use these terms inter-

changeably. An interpretation I includes a domain D which is a (�nite) set of

elements. For each function symbol f 2 F of arity n, I associates a mapping

from D

n

to D; if f(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) is associated with a we say that f(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

)

corresponds to a in I . For each predicate symbol p 2 P of arity n, I speci�es

the truth value of p on n-tuples over D. The extension of a predicate in I is

the set of positive instantiations of it that are true in I . In structural domains

[Hau89,Kha96,RTR96], domain elements are objects in the world and an in-

stantiation describes properties and relations of objects. We therefore refer to

domain elements as objects. Let str(S) be the set of structures (interpretations)

for the signature S.

The truth value of an expression in an interpretation I is de�ned in a standard

way [CK90,Llo87]. Note that a Horn clause is not true (falsi�ed) in I i� there is a

variable assignment (a substitution) that simultaneously satis�es the antecedent

and falsi�es the consequent. The terms (1) T is true in I , (3) I satis�es T , (4)

I is a model of T , and (5) I j= T , have the same meaning. Let T

1

; T

2

2 H(S;=)

then T

1

implies T

2

, denoted T

1

j= T

2

, if every model of T

1

is also a model of T

2

.

2.2 The Learning Model

We de�ne here the scheme of learning from interpretations [DRD94]. Learning

from entailment [FP93], where examples are clauses in the language is de�ned in

Section 5. An example is an interpretation; an example I is positive for a target

expression T if I j= T and negative otherwise. Examples of this form have been

used before by various authors including [Hau89,DRD94,RT97,Kha98].

We use Angluin's model of learning from Equivalence Queries (EQ) and

Membership Queries (MQ) [Ang88]. Let H be a class under consideration, H

0



a (possibly di�erent) class used to represent hypotheses, and let T 2 H be the

target expression. For membership queries, the learner presents an interpretation

I and the oracle MQ returns \yes" i� I j= T . For equivalence queries, the learner

presents a hypothesis H 2 H

0

and the oracle EQ returns \yes" if for all I , I j= T

i� I j= H ; otherwise it returns a counter example I such that I j= T and I 6j= H

(a positive counter example) or I 6j= T and I j= H (a negative counter example).

In the learning model, T 2 H is �xed by an adversary and hidden from the

learner. The learner has access to EQ and MQ and must �nd an expression

H equivalent to T (under the de�nition above). If there is an algorithm that

performs this task we say that H is learnable with hypothesis in H

0

, or, when

H

0

= H , just H is learnable. For complexity we measure the running time of the

algorithm and the number of times it makes queries to EQ and MQ. It is known

[Lit88,Ang88] that learnability in this model implies pac-learnability [Val84].

3 Range Restricted Horn Expressions

De�nition 1. (de�nite clauses) A clause is de�nite if it includes precisely

one positive literal. For a signature S, let H(S) be the set of Horn expressions

over S in which all clauses are de�nite.

De�nition 2. (range restricted clauses) A de�nite Horn clause is called

range restricted

1

if every term that appears in its consequent also appears in its

antecedent, possibly as a subterm of another term. For a signature S, let H

R

(S)

be the set of Horn expressions over S in which all clauses are de�nite and range

restricted.

For example, the clause (p

1

(f

1

(f

2

(x)); f

3

()) ! p

2

(f

2

(x); x)) is range re-

stricted, but the clause (p

1

(f

1

(f

2

(x)); f

3

()) ! p

2

(f

1

(x); x)) is not. We also con-

sider clauses with a limited use of equality in their antecedent.

De�nition 3. (equational form) A de�nite clause C with equalities in its an-

tecedent and where every non-equational literal includes only variables as terms,

and every equational literal is of the form (x

i

n+1

= f(x

i

1

; : : : ; x

i

n

)) where f 2 F

and x

i

j

are variables is in equational form. For a signature S, let H(S;=) be the

set of Horn expressions over S in which all clauses are de�nite and in equational

form.

Every range restricted clause can be transformed into an equational form

by unfolding terms bottom-up and replacing them with variables. Formally, for

T 2 H

R

(S), transform each clause C in T as follows. Find a term f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)

in C all of whose sub-terms are variables (this includes constants) and rewrite

1

A similar restriction has been used before by several authors. Unfortunately, in a

previous version of [Kha98] it was called \non-generative" while in other work it

was called \generative" [MF92]. The term \range-restricted" was used in database

literature for the function free case [Min88]. Here we use a natural generalisation for

the case with function symbols.



the clause by replacing all occurrences of this term with a new variable z, and

adding a new literal (z = f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)) to the antecedent of C. For example the

clause

p

1

(x

1

; f

1

(x

2

)) ^ p

2

(f

2

())! p

1

(x

1

; f

2

())

is �rst transformed (using f

1

(x

2

)) into

(z

1

= f

1

(x

2

)) ^ p

1

(x

1

; z

1

) ^ p

2

(f

2

())! p

1

(x

1

; f

2

())

and then (using the constant f

2

()) into

((z

1

= f

1

(x

2

)) ^ (z

2

= f

2

()) ^ p

1

(x

1

; z

1

) ^ p

2

(z

2

)! p

1

(x

1

; z

2

)):

In the equational form of range restricted clauses each new variable z

i

has

one de�ning equation, and we may think of the variables involved in the equation

as its ancestors. For example, x

2

is an ancestor of z

1

in the example above. Con-

structed in this way all variables that appear in equational literals are ancestors

of some variable in the original literals. Since the clause is range restricted this

holds for variables in the consequent as well. We will consider the case where z

i

may have more than one such equation as in

((z

1

= f

3

(x

1

)) ^ (z

1

= f

1

(x

2

)) ^ (z

2

= f

2

()) ^ p

1

(x

1

; z

1

) ^ p

2

(z

2

)! p

1

(x

1

; z

2

))

but where the variables in equations are still ancestors in this sense.

De�nition 4. (root variables, legal ancestor) Let C be a de�nite Horn

clause in equational form. (1) The variables appearing in non-equational literals

in the antecedent are called root variables. (2) Root variables are legal ancestors.

(3) If an equational literal (z = f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)) appears in the antecedent and z

is a legal ancestor then x

1

; : : : ; x

n

are also legal ancestors.

De�nition 5. (weakly range restricted clauses) A de�nite Horn clause in

equational form is called weakly range restricted if every variable that appears in

its consequent or in equational literals is a legal ancestor. For a signature S, let

H

R

(S;=) be the set of Horn expressions over S in which all clauses are de�nite

and weakly range restricted.

The following proposition (proof omitted) shows that we can replace range

restricted expressions with their equational form.

Proposition 1. Let T 2 H

R

(S) and let T

0

be the equational form of T computed

as above then for all I 2 str(S), I j= T if and only if I j= T

0

.

We next de�ne legal objects in interpretations to play a role similar to legal

ancestors in clauses.

De�nition 6. (legal objects) Let I 2 str(S), and let D be the domain of I.

(1) If p(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) is true in I for p 2 P then a

1

; : : : ; a

n

are legal objects.

(2) If f(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) is mapped to a

n+1

in I where f 2 F and a

n+1

is a legal

object then a

1

; : : : ; a

n

are legal objects.



The main property of weakly range restricted expressions used in our con-

structions is the fact that their truth value of is not e�ected by non-legal objects.

Lemma 1. Let I 2 str(S), let C be a weakly range restricted clause, and let �

be a mapping of the variables of C into objects of I. If I 6j= C� then all objects

mapped by � are legal objects.

Proof. Assume that � maps a variable of C to a non-legal object. If the equational

literals in the antecedent of C are not satis�ed in I by �, then I j= C�.

Notice that if a variable x is mapped to a non-legal object in I and (z =

f(: : : ; x; : : :)) is true in I then z is also mapped to a non-legal object. Now, since

every variable is an ancestor of some root variable in C, if the equational literals

of C are satis�ed in I by �, then some root variable is mapped to a non-legal

object by �. By de�nition this implies that an atom p(: : :) in the antecedent of

C is made false by �. Therefore I j= C�. ut

4 Learning from Interpretations

We �rst de�ne a modi�ed signature of the language above. Similar transfor-

mations have been previously used under the name of attening [Rou92] (see

also [NCDW97]). For each function symbol f of arity n, de�ne a new predi-

cate symbol f

p

of arity n + 1. Let F

p

be the new set of predicates so de�ned,

S

0

= (P [ F

p

; ;) be the modi�ed signature, H

R

(S

0

) the set of range restricted

(and function free) Horn expressions over the predicates in P [ F

p

, and str(S

0

)

be the set of interpretations for S

0

.

Reductions appropriate for learning with membership queries were de�ned

in [AK95] where they are called pwm-reductions. Three transformations are re-

quired. The representation transformation maps T 2 H

R

(S) to T

0

2 H

R

(S

0

), the

example transformation maps I 2 str(S) to I

0

2 str(S

0

), and the membership

queries transformation maps I

0

2 str(S

0

) to fY es;Nog[ str(S). Intuitively, the

learner for T 2 H

R

(S) will be constructed out of a learner for T

0

2 H

R

(S

0

) (the

image of the representation transformation) by using the transformations. The

obvious properties required of these transformations guarantee correctness. The

example and representation transformations guarantee that the learner receives

correct examples for T

0

and the membership query transformation guarantees

that queries can be either answered immediately or transferred to the member-

ship oracle for T .

The Representation Transformation: Let T 2 H(S;=) be a Horn expression,

then the expression at(T ) 2 H

R

(S

0

) is formed by replacing each equational

literal (z = f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)) with the corresponding atom f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; z). Thus,

the equational clause given above is transformed to:

f

3

p

(x

1

; z

1

) ^ f

1

p

(x

2

; z

1

) ^ f

2

p

(z

2

) ^ p

1

(x

1

; z

1

) ^ p

2

(z

2

)! p

1

(x

1

; z

2

):

The de�nitions of root variables and legal ancestors hold for the at versions as

well. We also axiomatise the fact that the new predicates are functional. Our



treatment diverges from previous uses of attening [Rou92] in that the function

symbols are taken out of the language. For every f 2 F of arity n let

exist

f

= (8x

1

;8x

2

: : : ;8x

n

; 9z; f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; z))

unique

f

= (8x

1

;8x

2

: : : ;8x

n

;8z

1

;8z

2

;

f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; z

1

) ^ f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; z

2

)! (z

1

= z

2

))

Let �

f

= exist

f

^ unique

f

, �

F

= ^

f2F

�

f

, and A

unique

= ^

f2F

unique

f

. We

call exist

f

the existence clause of f and unique

f

the uniqueness clause.

The Example Transformation: Let I be an interpretation for S, then at(I)

is an interpretation for S

0

de�ned as follows. The domain of at(I) is equal

to the domain of I and the extension of predicates in P is the same as in I .

The extension of a predicate f

p

2 F

p

of arity n + 1 is de�ned in a natural

way to include all tuples (a

1

; : : : ; a

n

; a

n+1

) where a

i

are domain elements and

f(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) corresponds to a

n+1

in I .

Lemma 2. For all T 2 H(S;=) and for all I 2 str(S):

(1) at(I) j= �

F

.

(2) I j= T if and only if at(I) j= at(T ).

Proof. Since each constant and each term are mapped to precisely one domain

element in I , part (1) is true by the construction of at(I). For (2) note that

at(T ) and the equational form of T have the same variables, and I and at(I)

have the same domain. Let � be a mapping of these variables to the domain. By

construction, (z = f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

))� is true in I if and only if f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; z)�

is true in at(I). Moreover, predicates in P have the same extension in I and

at(I). Therefore, a falsifying substitution for one can be used as a falsifying

substitution for the other. ut

The Membership Queries Transformation: A mapping converting structures

from str(S

0

) to str(S) is a bit more involved. Let J 2 str(S

0

); if J j= �

F

then

the previous mapping can simply be reversed, and we denote it by unat(J).

Otherwise there are two cases. If J falsi�es the uniqueness clause, it is in some

sense inconsistent with the intension for usage of the functional predicates. Such

interpretations are not output by the algorithm of [Kha98] when learningH

R

(S

0

)

and hence we do not need to deal with them. If J satis�es the uniqueness clause

(of all function symbols) but falsi�es the existence axiom then some information

on the interpretation of the function symbols is missing. In this case we complete

it by introducing a new domain element � and de�ning complete(J) 2 str(S

0

)

to be the interpretation in which every ground instance of the existence clauses

which is false in J is made true by adding a positive atom whose last term is �.

For example, if there is no b such that f

p

(1; b) is true in J then we add f

p

(1; �)

to complete(J). For any J 2 str(S

0

) such that J j= A

unique

, the interpretation

J is transformed in this way into unat(complete(J)). Note that the object � is

non-legal (cf. De�nition 6) in unat(complete(J)).



Lemma 3. For all T 2 H

R

(S;=) and for all J 2 str(S

0

) such that J j= A

unique

the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) J j= at(T ).

(2) complete(J) j= at(T ).

(3) unat(complete(J)) j= T .

Proof. Since unat(complete(J)) is in str(S) and at(unat(complete(J))) =

complete(J), Lemma 2 implies that (2) and (3) are equivalent. Now, if J 6j=

at(T )� for some � then since the complete() construction does not change the

truth value for atoms whose objects are in J we also have complete(J) 6j= at(T )�.

Thus (2) implies (1).

Finally, if unat(complete(J)) 6j= T� then by Lemma 1, � does not use non-

legal objects, and in particular the object �. Hence we can use � in J and the

argument in Lemma 2 shows that J 6j= at(T )�. Therefore (1) implies (3). ut

For S = (P; F ) let jSj = jP j+ jF j be the number of symbols in the signature.

Theorem 1. The class H

R

(S;=) is learnable from equivalence and membership

queries with hypothesis in H

R

(S

0

).

For T 2 H

R

(S;=) with m clauses and at most t variables, the algorithm

makes O(mt

t+2r

jSj

2

) equivalence queries, O((nm+m

2

t

t

)jSjt

r

) membership queries,

and its running time is polynomial in n

t

+t

t

+m+ jSj+t

r

, where n is the number

of objects in the largest counter example presented to the algorithm, and r is the

maximal arity of predicates and function symbols in S.

Proof. The theorem follows from properties of pwm-reductions [AK95] and the

result in [Kha98] showing that H

R

(S

0

) is learnable. The idea is that when learn-

ing T 2 H

R

(S;=) we will run the algorithm A2 from [Kha98] to learn the

expression at(T ) 2 H

R

(S

0

). When A2 presents H 2 H

R

(S

0

) to an equivalence

query we interpret this by saying that I 2 str(S) is a model of H if and only

if at(I) j= H . Hence given a counter example I we simply compute at(I)

and present it as a counter example to A2. Lemma 2 and the above interpre-

tation guarantee that the examples it receives are correct. When A2 presents

J for a membership query, we compute unat(complete(J)), present it to MQ

and return its answer to A2. Lemma 3 guarantees that the answer is correct.

By Corollary 11 of [Kha98] we get that A2 will �nd an expression equivalent to

at(T ). The complexity bound follows from [Kha98]. ut

4.1 Modifying the Hypothesis Language

The previous theorem produces a hypothesis in H

R

(S

0

) while the target expres-

sion is in H

R

(S;=). We next show how to use a hypothesis in H

R

(S;=).

We �rst need to describe the hypothesis of the learning algorithm A2 from

[Kha98]. The algorithm maintains a set of interpretations S � str(S

0

) such that

for each J 2 S, J 6j= at(T ). The hypothesis is H = ^

J2S

rel-cands(J) where

rel-cands(J) is a set of clauses produced as follows. First take the conjunction of

positive atoms true in J as an antecedent and an atom false in J as a consequent.



Each such choice of consequent generates a ground clause. Considering each

ground clause separately, substitute a unique variable to each object in the clause

to get a clause in rel-cands(J).

We generate clauses over S by reversing the at() operation; namely, re-

placing every literal f

p

(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

; x

n+1

) (where f

p

2 F

p

) by the correspond-

ing literal (x

n+1

= f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)). For C 2 rel-cands(J) let unat(C) be the

resulting clause. Notice that unat(C) is in H(S;=) but it may not be in

H

R

(S;=) since some of the variables in its equality literals may not be legal

ancestors (cf. De�nition 4). Since the clauses in question are in H(S;=), and

since at(unat(C)) = C, the following is a special case of Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. For all I 2 str(S), for all J 2 str(S

0

), and for all C 2 rel-cands(J),

I j= unat(C) if and only if at(I) j= C.

When applied in this way we can see that a hypothesis modi�ed by unat()

attracts precisely the same counter examples and we get learnability with ex-

pressions over the signature S. A further improvement is needed to generate a

hypothesis in H

R

(S;=). De�ne legal objects of interpretation over S

0

in accor-

dance with the de�nition for S (so that the same thing results when attening).

Let J 2 str(S

0

) be an interpretation with domain D. For D

0

� D let J

jD

0

be

the projection of J over D

0

. Namely, the interpretation where the domain is D

0

and an atom q(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

), where a

1

; : : : ; a

n

2 D

0

, is true in J

jD

0
if and only if

it is true in J .

Lemma 5. Let T 2 H

R

(S;=) and J 2 str(S

0

), such that J j= A

unique

. Let D

be the domain of J and let a 2 D be a non-legal object in J . Then

unat(complete(J)) j= T if and only if unat(complete(J

jfDnag

)) j= T .

Proof. Since a is non-legal in J if and only if it is non-legal in unat(complete(J)),

Lemma 1 implies that if unat(complete(J)) 6j= T� then � does not use a.

Similarly, � does not use the object �. Since the extension of predicates and

mapping of functions over the other objects is not changed it follows that

unat(complete(J

jfDnag

)) 6j= T�.

For the other direction, if unat(complete(J

jfDnag

)) 6j= T� then by the same

argument � does not use the object �. Again, since the extension of predicates

and mapping of functions over the other objects is not changed, � can be used

in unat(complete(J)) without changing the truth value of T . ut

Since a membership query of the algorithm (i.e. whether J j= at(T )) is

translated to a membership query for T (i.e. whether unat(complete(J)) j= T )

the lemma indicates that all non-legal objects can be dropped from J before

making the membership query. This fact is utilised in the next section.

For our current purpose it su�ces to observe that in A2 dropping of objects

happens by default. In particular, whenever the algorithm A2 (with its optional

step taken) puts an interpretation J into the set S (that generates its hypothesis

as discussed above), it makes sure that J 6j= at(T ) and for every object a in

the domain D of J , it holds that J

jfDnag

j= at(T ). If this does not hold then it



uses J

jfDnag

instead of J . Therefore, by Lemma 5 we get that all objects in all

interpretations in S are legal objects. This in turn implies that the hypothesis

is in H

R

(S;=).

Theorem 2. The class H

R

(S;=) is learnable from equivalence and membership

queries.

For a clause C 2 H

R

(S), by the number of distinct terms in C we mean

the number of distinct elements in the set of all terms in C and all their sub-

terms. For example, (p(x; f

1

(x); f

2

(f

1

(x)); f

3

())! q(f

1

(x))) has 4 distinct terms

x; f

3

(); f

1

(x); f

2

(f

1

(x)).

Corollary 1. The class H

R

(S) is learnable from equivalence and membership

queries with hypothesis in H

R

(S;=). The complexity is as in the previous the-

orem where t is the maximal number of distinct terms in a clause in the target

expression.

Proof. Learnability follows since by Proposition 1 every T 2 H

R

(S) has an

equivalent expression in H

R

(S;=). It remains to observe that each distinct term

in a clause C 2 H

R

(S) is mapped to a variable in the equational form. ut

5 Learning from Entailment

In this model examples are clauses in the underlying language H [FP93]. An

example C 2 H is positive for T 2 H if T j= C. The equivalence and membership

oracles are de�ned accordingly. For membership queries, the learner presents a

clause C and the oracle EntMQ returns \yes" i� T j= C. For equivalence queries,

the learner presents a hypothesis H 2 H

0

and the oracle EntEQ returns \yes"

if for all I , I j= T i� I j= H ; otherwise it returns a counter example C such

that T j= C and H 6j= C (a positive counter example) or T 6j= C and H j= C (a

negative counter example).

Since one can identify non-legal objects and (by Lemma 5) drop them before

making a membership query, the following lemma indicates that we can replace

MQ by EntMQ for clauses in H

R

(S;=).

Lemma 6. Let T 2 H

R

(S;=) and let J 2 str(S

0

) be such that J j= A

unique

and all objects in J are legal objects. Then unat(complete(J)) 6j= T if and only

if T j= unat(C) for some C 2 rel-cands(J).

Proof. Let I = unat(complete(J)). First note that by construction I 6j= unat(C)

for all C 2 rel-cands(J). Hence if T j= unat(C) for some such C then I 6j= T .

For the other direction, let  be the (reverse) substitution that is used when

generating rel-cands(J). Let R be a clause in T and � a substitution such that

I 6j= R�. The antecedent of R is satis�ed by � in I and, by Lemma 1, � does not

use the object �. Therefore ant(R)� � ant(unat(C)) for all C 2 rel-cands(J),

where ant() refers to the antecedent part of the clause considered as a set of

literals. (The resulting substitution � is a variable renaming that may unify



several variables into one.) Since in rel-cands(R) all range restricted consequents

are considered, we get that for some C

0

2 rel-cands(J), R� � unat(C

0

), where

here we consider a clause as a set of literals. (In other words R, �-subsumes

unat(C

0

) [Plo70].) We therefore get that T j= R j= R� j= unat(C

0

). ut

The following lemma provides a model �nding algorithm for H

R

(S;=).

Lemma 7. Given H 2 H

R

(S;=) and a clause C 2 H

R

(S;=) such that H 6j= C,

one can �nd an interpretation I 2 str(S) such that I j= H and I 6j= C in time

O(jH j � jSj � n

t+r

) where jH j is the number of clauses in H, n is the number of

terms in C, t is the maximal number of variables in a clause of H, and r is the

maximal arity.

Proof. The idea is to generate an interpretation from C and then make sure (by

forward chaining) that it is a model of H but not of C.

Generate a structure I

0

2 str(S) as follows. First, introduce a unique domain

element for each term in C and then join elements if their terms are equated

in the antecedent of C; let this domain be D.

2

The extension of predicates in

I

0

includes precisely the atoms corresponding to the antecedent of C and the

mapping of domain elements produced. Let p be the (ground atom which is the)

consequent of C under this mapping. The mapping of function symbols includes

the initial mapping used when constructing D. It is then extended (as in the

complete() construction) by adding another domain element � and mapping each

term f(a

1

; : : : ; a

n

) that has not yet been assigned to �. Note that � is a non-legal

object.

Next, let I = I

0

and run forward chaining on H adding positive atoms to I .

That is, repeat the following procedure: �nd a clause C in H and a substitution

� such that I 6j= C� and add the atom corresponding to the consequent of C� to

I . This results in an interpretation I whose domain size is at most the number

of distinct terms in C plus 1, and which is a model of H . This is true since H

is de�nite and the domain of I

0

is �nite and hence by adding atoms to I

0

we

eventually get to a state where all clauses are satis�ed (there is a �nite number

of atoms that can be added). We claim that p is not in I and hence I 6j= C.

Since H 2 H

R

(S;=), by Lemma 1 if I 6j= H� then � does not use the object

�. Hence forward chaining does not produce any positive atoms containing the

object �. Inductively, this shows that no such atom is true in I .

Let J be some interpretation such that J j= H and J 6j= C (which exists

by the condition of the lemma). Let � be such that J 6j= C� and let q be the

consequent of C�. Clearly, q is not true in J . Moreover, there is a mapping from

objects in I

0

(apart from �) to the objects in J that are used in C�, so that all

positive atoms true in I

0

are true in J under this mapping, and all equalities

true in I

0

(apart from ones referring to �) are true in J under this mapping.

Namely, a homomorphic embedding [CK90] of at(I

0

)

jD

into at(J).

2

Note that there is no need to perform equational reasoning here and a syntactic

matching su�ces. This is true since in H

R

(S;=) all terms are of depth 0 or 1.



Finally, assume that p is in I . Since its forward chaining does not use the

object �, we can use the same chaining under the homomorphism to generate q

in J , and therefore since J j= H , q is in J , a contradiction.

The complexity bound follows since in each iteration we can check whether

forward chaining adds a new atom in time jH jn

t

and there are at most jSjn

r

iterations. ut

The above process is similar of the use of the chase procedure to decide on

uniform containment of database queries [Sag88]. Since we have access to EntMQ

we can make sure that all clauses in the hypothesis of the algorithm are implied

by the target function. (This essentially replaces the positive counter examples

in the interpretations setting with EntMQ in the entailment setting.) Thus, the

following lemma indicates that in the presence of EntMQ we can replace EQ by

EntEQ.

Lemma 8. Let T 2 H

R

(S;=), H 2 H

R

(S;=) and T j= H. Given a positive

(clause) counter example C 2 H

R

(S;=) such that T j= C and H 6j= C one can

�nd a negative (interpretation) counter example I such that I 6j= T and I j= H.

Proof. This easily follows from the previous lemma since I 6j= C and T j= C

implies I 6j= T . ut

We therefore get that the class is learnable. The complexity of the algorithm

is as in the interpretation setting (though a slightly more careful argument is

needed).

Theorem 3. The class H

R

(S;=) is learnable from entailment equivalence queries

and entailment membership queries.

As before we can get a learnability result for H

R

(S); this time, however, we

can use a hypothesis in H

R

(S). Note that when learning T 2 H

R

(S), interpreta-

tion counter examples constructed by the model �nding algorithm have a special

structure. In particular, since C 2 H

R

(S) (in Lemma 8) every object in I (of

Lemma 7) has a unique term associated with it (as generated from C). It follows

that in the clauses generated in rel-cands() each variable has at most one de�n-

ing equation. Therefore, the clauses can be \folded back" from the equational

form into a range restricted form.

Theorem 4. The class H

R

(S) is learnable from entailment equivalence queries

and entailment membership queries.

6 The Implication Problem

Once expressions are learned as above one would want to use them as a knowledge

base in a system, for example to infer properties implied by this knowledge. It

is therefore useful if the implication problem is decidable and its complexity is

bounded. It is easy to see that the model �nding algorithm from Lemma 7 can

be used to decide the implication problem.



Corollary 2. The implication problem for H

R

(S;=) is decidable in time O(jH j�

jSj � n

t+r

).

We note that similar problems have been studied in database theory; checking

whether I j= H corresponds to query evaluation, and checking whether H j=

C corresponds to uniform containment [Sag88]. Completeness results for these

problems parametrised by the number of variables in a clause follow from [PY97].

7 Discussion

We have shown that weakly range restricted Horn expressions are learnable from

equivalence and membership queries, both for learning from interpretations and

for learning from entailment. In the special case where the target expression is

range restricted, we can use range restricted expressions as the hypothesis lan-

guage for learning from entailment. For learning from interpretations hypotheses

are weakly range restricted. Our results use attening and unattening of exam-

ples and clauses and a model �nding procedure for this class.

The learning algorithm is similar to the algorithm for learning from entail-

ment in the propositional case [FP93] as well as several previous ILP algorithms.

In fact, the construction in Lemma 7 corresponds to elaboration in [SB86] and

saturation in [Rou92], and attening has been used before in [Rou92]. The pair-

ing procedure from [Kha98] is similar to LGG computation [Plo70] used in many

systems. In addition the dropping of non-legal literals is similar to what is done

in [Rou92]. As we have shown a combination of these steps is formally justi�ed

in that it leads to convergence for range restricted Horn expressions.

Previous work in [Ari97,RT98,RS98] pursued similar problems in the context

of learning from entailment. These works use oracles that are stronger than the

ones used here in that they provide information on the syntax of the learned

expression (using the order on atoms for acyclic expressions or otherwise infor-

mation on subsumption rather than implication). On the other hand they derive

complexity bounds that are lower than the ones here, in particular avoiding the

exponential dependence on the number of terms in a clause. This is partly due

to use of strong oracles and partly due to the the fact that di�erent subclasses

of Horn expressions are studied.

A natural question from the discussion above is whether the exponential

dependence on the number of terms can be avoided without using the additional

oracles. On the other hand, relaxing the requirement that clauses are range

restricted is also of interest since many standard logic programs use recursive

patterns that do not conform to it. Finally, in the model inference problem

[Sha91] the learner is trying to acquire information about a model rather than a

formula. In contrast with the scenario here the domain and mapping of function

symbols are �xed and hence the nature of the problem is di�erent. More work

is needed to clarify these issues.
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